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The personal story of Tasha, purebred Collie
Albert Karen Burgin, Lyons, New York
27 december 2015 - Our 6 year old purebred collie, Tasha, became ill with an "autoimmune
disease" one week after being given Bravecto. She was the picture of health prior to that.
She died November 20th after being treated with prednisone for 2 months. Vet tried to tell
us that she must have gotten into rat poison or anti-freeze. We have a 7 ft wooden privacy
fence around our yard and nor we or our neighbors even use rat poison. It's simply not
possible. Now we find out after contacting collie breeders around the country that collies
should never be given Bravecto unless the genetic testing for the MR1 gene has been done
prior.
Why didn't our vet tell us this instead of insisting the drug was safe!! We even asked the vet,
"Is it safe for collies?" Our toy poodle and bichon were also given the Bravecto with no
adverse effects. This drug should never be given to those breeds that are known to be
sensitive; breeds that have the MR1 deficiency. Since Tasha's death, we have heard that 4
more dogs in this area alone have died after being given Bravecto. We will never trust our
vet again! How many dogs have to die before this drug is pulled from the market?

Albert Karen Burgin Included for reference, Tasha's red blood cell count dropped to almost
zero with-in a week of taking Bravecto. Her white blood cell count was very high. Her gums
were bloody and a pale white. She had bloody sores on her underbelly. The vet said, if we
didn't bring her in right then, she most likely would have died at that point. With treatment,
her red blood cell count rose and fell again almost on a weekly basis.
After about 6 weeks of treatment, she showed signs of jaundice indicating liver problems. In
the end, she collapsed and died in my arms while I tried to help her up to her feet. ......... I
doubt I will ever forget that moment.
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Visit this next Facebook Group to talk to other people who had serious adverse
reactions with their dog too:
Facebook Group: “Does Bravecto Kill Dogs”

